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In the early 80s there appeared in Ho Chi Minh City a number of young artists, full of potential 

and promise.  These included Hoang Tuong, Nguyen Thanh Binh, Hoai Huong… And now these 

three artists are showing their work in a group show at Blue Space Gallery (1A Le Thi Hong Gam, 

District 1, Ho Chi Minh City). 

 

With each day, the young painter Hoang Tuong develops stronger creativity and technique, and 

illustrates more depth in terms of his unique perspective, in portraying his subjects, and in 

conveying a particular sensibility.  This has gained him recognition not just amongst local but also 

international art lovers.  In fact, foreign art collectors regularly come to him when they visit Ho 

Chi Minh City, and whenever international newspapers cover contemporary art in Ho Chi Minh 

City, it’s not unusual for them to include Hoang Tuong.  At first, this young artist showed his 

originality through a fresh artistic perspective.  Then, he gradually moved toward abstraction.  In 

this exhibition, Hoang Tuong shows one of his untitled abstract paintings.  He said, “Together with 

the modern Western movements, abstract paintings focus more on discovery, self-liberation and 

self-expression.”  Indeed, Hoang Tuong is the type of artist who may redo a work from scratch if 

necessary.  During the course of his creative journey, Hoang Tuong creates poetry from a limited 

palette of colors, and, more and more, demonstrates stronger and more self-assured brushwork.  

 

The young painter Nguyen Thanh Binh’s style is one half realism one half abstraction - romantic, 

real/unreal, with a touch of the poetic and the mysterious.  What people likely remember from his 

paintings is his spatial composition, which creates the effect of a vast environment.  His use of 

colour is careful, minimal, and deliberate  - much like Binh’s personality.  Minimal to an extreme, 

focusing only on the main subject, creating an unfinished impression.  What is remarkable about 

Nguyen Thanh Binh is his ability to negotiate empty space.  This exhibition includes a dozen of his 

nude paintings.  Unlike other artists, Binh’s nudes represent a state of innocence and extol natural 

beauty.  

 

In his early years, the young painter Hoai Huong had already demonstrated his gift; however, a 

long period of silence followed his first exhibition.  During the past few years, he has been busy 

working on numerous design projects that have helped him gain a considerable reputation in the 

field.  Interior design is actually of great interest to Hoai Huong perhaps because it is still a form of 

art.  The fact that Hoai Huong and his team have to travel back and forth between Ho Chi Minh 

City and Hanoi, as though going on shopping errands, gave his colleagues the regrettable 

impression that he had given up painting.  Without notice, Hoai Huong and two other friends 

opened an show.  Standing in front of Hoai Huong’s work, one may think “that interior design 

guy” is something of a miracle.  Everyone knows that Hoai Huong sees things through to the end, 

yet they were still surprised to see some dozen of paintings finished in such a short period of time.  

Even more surprising, all of them looked completely finished and full with emotion.  Outspread 

green banana leaves, spotless white pomelo blossoms fluttering in the wind.  Such simple beauty 

yet so full of poetry.  What is most interesting is that Hoai Huong’s artworks display the distinctive 

style of Vietnamese oil painting.  Once, after seeing a colleague’s painting, Hoai Huong cautiously 

confided, “I’ll paint differently, paint something much more familiar.”  And so he did. 

 


